Logitech G Challenge 2018 Tournament
1. The "Logitech G Challenge 2018" competitions (hereinafter indistinctly, the "Tournament"), is organized by Logitech
Argentina SRL. (hereinafter indistinctly "Logitech Argentina " or the "Organizer"), domiciled in Avenida Leandro N. Alem 882
Floor 13, at the City of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina, and will be governed by the Terms and Conditions detailed in
these Terms and Conditions (hereinafter the "Terms") and according to the Game Rulebooks (hereinafter referred to as the
"Rulebooks"), which is attached as Annex I, and is part of the Terms.
2. The games played in the Tournament will be (hereinafter the "Game"): “Counter-Strike: Global Offensive” (Valve Corp.) for
PC, “Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds” (Bluehole Inc.) for PC, “League Of Legends” (Riot Games), for PC, and “Gran Turismo
Sport” (Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc), for Playstation 4.
3. People who participate in the Tournament, fully accept all and each of the provisions described in these Terms and Conditions,
which may be consulted during the validity of the promotion on the website http://www.logitechchallenge.com/
4. Participation in the Tournament is without obligation of purchase or procurement of services, and the winners will be defined
solely by their talent and ability to win the matches of the Game in which they participate.
5. Tournament eligibility terms: (a) all those individuals of legal age (18 years old) for those tournaments that could be awarding
trips to Brazil; (CSGO, LOL and GT Sport) and over 16 years old for those that don’t award trips (Playerunknown’s
Battlegrounds). (b) all those registered in the registration form published in http://www.logitechchallenge.com/ c) the following
individuals shall be considered Participants: those who, during the validity of the registration indicated in section 9.1.
successfully submit the form on the website indicated in section 7.1 and subsequently obtained the appropriate confirmation from
the Organizer (hereinafter "Proof") from organizacion@logitechchallenge.com.
6. Terminology The terms listed below shall have the following meanings in the Terms and Conditions and in the Rulebook:
Champion: Individual player, as applicable, resulting winner of the 1st place in the Game of which he participates. Runner-up:
Individual player that results runner-up or winner of the 2nd place in the Game of which he participates, who has been defeated
in the final by the resulting Champion. Third place: that which finishes third. Game: Competition whose specific regulations are
attached as Annex I, which will develop online through Internet and supporting different gaming platforms. Tournament: The
game whose Terms are established in this document.
7. Participant Sign Up/Registration:
7.1 People interested in participating in a Tournament Game, should register: During the period established in section 9.1, which
will end on the date indicated, or when the quota allocated to each Game is complete according to what is established in each
Rulebook, whichever comes first. For registration purposes, Participants must comply with the following procedure: (a) Visit the
website at http://www.logitechchallenge.com/ (b) Read and accept, if applicable, these Rules and Regulations of the Tournament
to participate in. (c) Click on the "Sign-up" button. (d) Complete the required registration fields. Once the data is completed
correctly and truthfully, the system will inform the possible Participant the receipt of the form through an email from the sender
organizacion@logitechchallenge.com, and then you will be sent the confirmation of registration by a voucher (in later "Proof").
The voucher or Proof with the registration/signup confirmation issued and sent by the Organizer will grant the Participant status.
The Participant must print the Proof voucher for the purposes of their subsequent accreditation and certification of progress in the
participating Game.
7.2 The Organizer shall not be responsible for any damage, interruption, failure or connectivity issue that would prevent an
interested party from registering as a Participant, or by acts of third parties that could interrupt or alter the development of the
Registration process.
7.3 Participants who do not correctly and truthfully complete the data set out in section 7.1.d or did in an incomplete or erroneous
form (except data indicating that it is not mandatory) shall be excluded from the Tournament. Participants who enter their data
are solely responsible for their accuracy. The omission or misrepresentation of the Participant data will lose the Champion,
Sub-Champion or third place their status as such and the prize in question, without having the right to claim compensation and /
or indemnification and this will not generate any liability to the Organizer. If the Organizer becomes aware that the information
and / or authorization of the legal representatives has been distorted or there is a substitution of identity, the Organizer will
proceed to automatically disqualify the Participant, regardless of which state or stage of the Tournament this fault was detected.

By completing the Registration form, the participants unconditionally accept all the Terms and Conditions of the Terms and their
respective Rulebooks. The Registration form is a sworn statement.
7.4 The Proof of Participation will contain the first and last name and government ID of each of the Participants, a unique Player
Code, registration order number, participation scheduled time, and place of participation if needed to that stage of the Game.
Each participant shall keep a digital copy of the Proof voucher for the duration of the tournament.
7.5 The Organizer may adapt the brackets or organization chart of the respective Game according to the number of Participants.
Players who have failed to finish the Registration process in the period established in section 9.1 for any reason, will be excluded
from the Tournament and shall not be entitled to make any claim to the Organizer.
7.6 The Tournament Registration slots will be distributed as follows: Open and limited Qualifiers to the slots assigned in the
corresponding rulebook.
8. Accreditation and Tournament Development
8.1 In order to facilitate the organization and development of the Tournament, the Participants must respect the assigned
participation schedule, and must be online in the chat or messaging services indicated by the Organizer for the Games
coordination, and the Organizer can reject the Accreditation requests made after the assigned time.
8.2 The presentation of the Proof of registration will be an essential obligation of the Participant during their participation in the
Game and their lack of presentation may cause the elimination from the Tournament.
8.3 The Tournament will result in a Player with the following places, as indicated in the Rulebook (Annex I): (a) Champion (1st
place) and (b) Runner-up (second place) and (c ) Third place.
8.4 Failure to check-in by a Participant in any instance of the Game will result in the automatic elimination of the Participant
from the Game, and consequently the opposing player shall advance to the next stage or be considered a Champion as
appropriate.
8.6 Participants shall be solely responsible and shall leave the Organizer undamaged against any damage arising from their
participation in the games.
8.7 The location and / or Venue for participation in all instances of the Game shall be determined by the Organizer exclusively
and at its sole discretion.
8.8 The Organizer will certify the completion of a match or stage, by entering the result in the Brackets assigned to the
Tournament by the manager of the game station and the members of the teams or individual players who faced each other.
8.9 In the event that during the development of a match or stage corresponding to a Game, for whatever reason, it is interrupted,
the Organizer will determine, in its sole discretion, if it declares a winner at the time of the interruption or if the match or stage
must be restarted, without that measure being able to be appealed by the player who was declared a loser and without right to any
claim by said player. The Organizer will be able to determine the winner if the score difference existing at the moment of the
interruption and the amount of game time that is missing would make impossible to reverse the result.
9. Territory - Valid time - Location:
9.1. The registration stage will begin at 11:00 hours on June 25th and will end three days before each qualifier begins, or until the
slots for the Game according to the Rulebook is full, whichever happens first.
9.2. The Tournament is valid for participants of any nationality and domicile within the following countries: Mexico, Brazil,
Colombia, Argentina, Perú, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay.
9.3. The Tournament will run from 11:01 hours on July 23rd, 2018 and will end at 23:59 hours on September 30th, 2018.
10. Prizes:
10.1. The Prizes to be awarded will consist of the delivery of the dollar amount specified in the Game Rulebook, plus the
respective products, published on the website http://logitechchallenge.com/, hereinafter the "Prize" or the "Prizes", whether the
Player has finished as Champion, Runner-up or third place.
10.2. The Prize does not include any other benefit, good or service not listed in these Terms and Conditions and its Rulebooks.
Under no circumstances will the prize be totally or partially exchanged for goods or services of any kind. The Prize will be

non-transferable and may only be awarded to the player who results Champion or Runner-Up. All expenses, processing, tax, or
any accessory will be the exclusive responsibility of the Winner.
10.3. Each Participant will be able to qualify to only one place in the Tournament, as long as he or she qualified to one of the
Tournament winning places established in section 8.3. No Participant can qualify to more than one place in the Tournament.
10.4. The name and surname of the winners will be published on the website http://logitechchallenge.com// Likewise, the data,
place and mode of delivery of the Prizes will be published in the same place.
10.5. The determination of the winners of the Game Prizes will be made before a public notary.
10.6. To be able to receive the Prizes, the Winners will have to comply with the following requirements: (a) Be present at the
place, date and time provided by the Organizer in which they must prove their identity, which will be corroborated with the
information on the Tournament Registration Form, showing their original government ID and / or Identity Card and / or valid
Passport and / or authorization and identity documents of the responsible adult(s) if applicable and deliver photocopies of said
documents; (b) Show their corresponding Voucher / Proof of Registration; (c) Submit the corresponding list of items signed by
the Organizer; (d) To sign an official receipt document of the Prize and a release of liability of the Organizer; (e) comply with all
the provisions and requirements of the Terms and their corresponding Rulebooks; (f) have earned the title of Champion (1st
place), Runner-up (second place) or third place in the Tournament, according to what is indicated in the respective Rulebooks.
The Prize will be awarded to the player who won it. If the winner is under 18 years of age, the prize will be given to a
responsible adult.
10.7. The Organizer is not liable for the lack of compliance by the Participants and / or Winner, to the conditions described here.
If a potential winner fails to comply with any of the listed requirements his or her character of Winner will expire without being
entitled to claim the prize or any compensation or indemnification.
10.8 If the designated Winner cannot be physically present at the place, date, and hour established to receive his or her prize, and
once that date has passed, the Organizer will have the right to revoke the right to receive the prize the Winner would have got
without any right to do any kind of claim, in which case the prize will remain as property of the Organizer.
10.9 The delivery of the prize to the Champion, Runner-Up and third from each game will be delivered in Logitech's commercial
offices located in the each corresponding country, before a public Notary, within 45 days of the end of the Tournament. The
Organizer will communicate the place and mode of delivery of the Prizes by email to the address indicated by the winning
Participant. A check will be delivered for the equivalent amount in local currency to the value in US dollars (official value on the
business day prior to the Tournament date) specified in the Rulebook, published on the website
http://www.logitechchallenge.com/
10.10 The Champion must have his documentation up to date to be able to travel abroad and participate in the Grand Final in San
Pablo.
10.11 If the Champion is not able to travel abroad, the trip will be awarded to the next Winner capable of traveling.
10.12 The all inclusive trip prizes for the Counter Strike: Global Offensive, League Of Legends and Gran Turismo Sport
tournaments will be awarded as follows:
- 6 Tickets for League Of Legends (5 players and 1 sub/coach)
- 6 Tickets for Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (5 players and 1 sub/coach)
- 1 Ticket for Gran Turismo Sport
- PUBG: No trip (Online grand final)
10.13 Tickets are awarded to the participants from cities with direct flights to Sao Paulo, Brazil.
10.14 Teams can depart from up to 2 different cities, as long as they’re within the countries included by the promotion:
(Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Perú, Uruguay, México, Colombia, Brasil).
10.15 Four (4) participantes must depart from the same city and the rest can depart from another, as long as the departing city is
within the countries included by the promotion: (Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Perú, Uruguay, México, Colombia, Brasil).
10.16 Trips to and from the departing airport are not included and must be covered by the participant.

10.17 Any other charges that arise from obtaining and using the plane tickets that is not expressly specified in these terms and
conditions is not included in the prize.
10.18 Travel and Accommodation
10.18.1 Accommodation is included in Sao Paulo for the duration of the tournament.
10.18.2 Trips to and from the destination Airport, and to and from the Tournament venue are included.
10.18.3 All meals are included during the stay in Sao Paulo.
11. Restrictions on the participation of this Promotion:
11.1. The following may not participate in the Tournament: any effective and / or contracted employee of the Organizer and/or
affiliated companies, controlled, linked or in which it has any participation, its Official Agents and / or Advertising and / or
Promotion Agencies, nor may their respective relatives in direct line, up to and including the second degree of consanguinity.
11.2 Participation in the Games will grant the express authorization of the Participants to the Organizer for the public
dissemination, transmission, re-transmission, reproduction or publication of films, photographs, images or image recordings and /
or voice and / or personal data of the Participants in any and all means of communication (visual, audio or other, including
presentations by television, air, satellite, radio, Internet, etc.) for any purpose during the duration of the Tournament, without the
Participant having the right to claim any indemnification or compensation. This authorization is made under the terms of Article
1071 bis of the Argentine Civil Code law, Article 11 of the Pact of San José, Costa Rica, Article 31 of Argentine Law No. 11.723
and all other regulations. By virtue of this authorization, the Participants shall not be entitled to compensation, payment or
consideration for any of the foregoing actions and without any liability to Logitech Argentina SRL.
11.3 The sole participation in the Games implies the knowledge and express acceptance of all the terms and conditions of the
Terms and the acceptance that the decisions that the Organizer takes in relation to the Tournament shall be definitive and
unappealable.
11.4 All costs incurred in obtaining and withdrawing the Prize, as well as any taxes or duties that are currently payable or
imposed in the future and the expenses incurred by the Winner as a result of obtaining and receiving the Prize including, without
limitation, those expenses of transfer and stay in which they could incur to procure the delivery of the Prize will be at their
exclusive charge. The Winner or, in the corresponding case, his legal representative must prove his tax situation in front of the
fiscal entity of each country, the province where he is domiciled or registered, if applicable, as well as the payment of any tax,
assessment, or contribution that originates and / or is linked directly or indirectly with the intended Prize.
11.5 The Participant accepts in full each and every one of the Terms and Conditions described in these Terms and Conditions and
the Rulebooks. Any violation of these Terms and Conditions and / or its Rulebooks or procedures or systems established by the
Organizer to participate in the Games will entail the immediate exclusion of the Participant from the Tournament and its
corresponding Game and / or the revocation of its winning character as appropriate.
11.6 Any transfer and any other expenses that may be necessary for participation in the Tournament Games shall be at the sole
expense of the Participants.
12. Personal Data - Acceptance of Terms - Modifications
12.1. Each participant is responsible for the integrity and correctness of the Registration Form Data provided to the Organizer.
Likewise, each Participant is responsible for the veracity and accuracy of the data recorded and provided to the Organizer.
12.2. It shall be known that the holder of the Personal Data has the right to exercise the right of access to them free of charge at
intervals of not less than six (6) months, unless a legitimate interest to the effect is established as established in the Article 14,
paragraph 3 of Argentine Law 25.326 (Provision 10/2008, article 1, B.O. 18/09/2008). The Dirección Nacional de Protección de
DatosPersonales, the monitoring agency in of the Argentine law number 25.326, is charged with responding to any complaints
and claims made in relation to the breach of the rules on the protection of personal data. When facilitating personal data to the
Organizer, Participants and Winners expressly consent that such data may be used by the Organizer for advertising and marketing
purposes in general. The information of the Participants and Winners will be treated in the terms

established by the Argentine National Law of Personal Data Protection No 25.326. The holder of the Data may request the
removal or blocking of his name from the database, contacting the Organizer.
12.3. The Organizer may modify these Terms, provided that the essence of the Tournament is not altered and does not imply any
reduction in the Prize thereof.
12.4. In case of "force majeure" and / or a fortuitous event that generates any impossibility to carry out the Tournament or to
continue with it, the Organizer may permanently or temporarily suspend the Tournament in whole or in part, as well as introduce
the relevant changes without any right or claim by the Participants.
12.5. The Organizer shall not be liable for: (i) for any loss or damage, of any kind that is, that may be suffered by the Participants
or third parties due to the use of the Prizes; and (ii) the Organizer does not guarantee any goods and services that the Participants
obtain or acquire through the use of the Prizes.
12.6. The Organizer may define what is not explicit in the present Terms, as well as to extend the duration or temporarily or
definitively suspend the Tournament for as long as it is necessary, without altering the essence of the Games and at the moment
that considers it relevant. Likewise, the Organizer must inform this by the same means of communication used in due course for
the launching of the Tournaments, without generating any right or claim on the part of the Participants.
12.7. In the event of any discrepancy between the contents of these Terms and Conditions and the content of the advertisement of
the Tournament, the content of the Terms and their respective Rulebooks shall prevail.
12.8 It is expressly stated that the Organizer is exempt from liability with respect to the compliance of the present Terms and
Conditions by the Participants and / or any compensation in relation to the Tournament object of the present. Likewise, the
Organizer will not be responsible for any interruption, cuts and / or any deficiencies that could hinder access by the Participants
to participate in the Games.
13. Advertising and Jurisdiction
13.1. This Promotion will be shared through the website http://www.logitechchallenge.com/ and in social media networks that the
Organizer considers appropriate.
13.2. For any legal issue that may arise from the development of the Tournament, the Participants and the Organizer will submit
to the jurisdiction of the Ordinary Commercial Courts with seat in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

